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The structural design and catalyst screening are two most important factors for achieving exceptional electrocatalytic
performance. Herein we demonstrate that constructing three‐dimensional (3D) porous Ni‐Cu alloy film is of great
beneficial for improving hydrazine oxidation reaction (HzOR) performance. A facile electrodeposition process is employed

to synthesize the Ni‐Cu alloy film with a 3D hierarchical porous structure. As an integrated electrode for HzOR, the Ni‐Cu

alloy film exhibits superior catalytic activity and stability compared to the Ni or Cu counterparts. The synthesis parameters
are also systematically tuned for optimizing the HzOR performance. The excellent HzOR performance of the Ni‐Cu alloy
film is attributed to the high intrinsic activity of Ni/Cu, the large electrochemical specific surface area, and the 3D porous
architecture which offers a “superaerophobic” surface to effectively remove the gas product in a small size. It is believed

that the Ni‐Cu alloy film electrode possesses potential application in the direct hydrazine fuel cell as well as other catalytic
fields.

Introduction
Direct hydrazine fuel cells (DHFCs) have been widely
investigated as low‐cost and clean power sources for future
mobile and stationary applications due to their high energy
and power densities, which both are much superior to
conventional batteries.1 DHFCs have many advantages
including high theoretical potential (1.64 V), high theoretical
energy density, easy storage, and in particular, the possibility
of using non‐noble metals as anode and cathode catalysts.
While one of the key challenges for DHFCs is the development
of low‐cost catalysts for hydrazine oxidation reaction (HzOR)
with superior catalytic activity as well as stability.
Electrode catalysts for hydrazine electrooxidation reaction
have been studied as early as 1960's,2‐4 and many efforts have
been devoted to the development of new electrocatalysts.5‐13
Cu is a potential low‐cost and stable anode catalyst for
DHFCs,14 for instance, Jia et al.8 created a nanoporous Cu film
with a better catalytic performance than smooth Cu or Au
films in HzOR. However, Cu is normally not as active as noble
metals and other transition metals considering the intrinsic
electroactivity of Cu.15 Our previous work16 revealed that the
discontinuous three phase contact line afforded by creating
the high surface porosity helped the nanostructured Cu array
film to display much improved electrocatalytic performance in

HzOR, due to the significantly reduced adhesion force toward
the gas products. The “superaerophobic” Cu array film
demonstrated a better HzOR performance than the
commercial 60% Pt/C catalyst and its power density in DHFCs
was as high as 160 mW cm‐2. In contrast to the tremendous
progress in exploring various nanostructured catalysts, the
management of the gas products on microscopic electrode
surfaces received very limited attention. This process is
actually of substantial importance because the gas slugs
accumulated on the electrode surface may not only hinder the
liquid fuels transport to the active sites, but also impose a high
pressure in the flow field.17‐20 Therefore, the transition metals
and alloys with “superaerophobic” surfaces will be developed
for their highly efficient applications in HzOR and DHFCs.

Ni is a highly effective catalyst for HzOR but its stability is
relatively weak, and thus pure Ni has been hardly applied due
to the easy run‐off of Ni.21 Nevertheless, the different alloys
containing Ni displayed relatively better performances for
persistent HzOR. In recent researches, Ni‐based binary alloy
catalysts such as Ni–Zn,22, 23 Ni–Co,24, 25 Ni–Pd,26 Ni–Pt,27 Ni–
Zr28 and Ni–Fe29 were shown to efficiently promote hydrazine
hydrate electrooxidation through alloying effect. For example,
Sakamoto et al.30 reported a high‐performance Ni–La catalyst
for HzOR at 60℃ in 1 mol L‐1 hydrazine, with a current density
of 48.9 to 759.5 A g‐1 according to the different percent of Ni.
Yin et al.28 synthesized a Ni–Zr alloy catalyst which exhibited a
current density of 165 mA cm‐2 in 2 mol L‐1 hydrazine. Though
these Ni alloy catalysts showed excellent performances in
HzOR, they usually utilized high hydrazine concentration and
reaction temperature. Moreover, the stability tests were
lacking for most of them. Even with testing in a few reports,
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In this work, the three‐dimensional (3D) porous Ni‐Cu alloy
film fabricated by one‐step electrodeposition process was
used as the anode catalyst for HzOR in alkaline media, which
showed an impressive catalytic performance at room
temperature and a low hydrazine concentration of 0.1 mol L‐1.
The HzOR involves four electrons to oxidize one hydrazine
molecule and form nitrogen gas product in alkaline
environment (see Reaction 1). The highly porous Ni‐Cu alloy
film showed a negligible adhesion force to the gas bubbles,
resulting in small releasing size and fast removal of the as‐
formed nitrogen gas bubbles (Fig. 1). So the excellent HzOR
performance of the Ni‐Cu alloy film was attributed to the high
intrinsic activity of Ni/Cu catalysts and 3D porous architecture
with a “superaerophobic” surface.

N2H4 +4OH-→N2 + 4H2O - 4e

(Reaction 1)

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the 3D porous Ni‐Cu alloy film
for HzOR.

Experimental

comparison, we fabricated a Ni array film by the same method
except the electrolyte only containing NiSO4 ∙6H2O (0.54 mol L‐
1
) and H3BO3 (0.30 mol L‐1), a nanostructured Cu array film (on
Cu foil substrate) previously reported by us,16 a pure Cu foil
and Ni foil as control samples.
Characterizations: The size and morphology of the samples
were observed from scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss
Supra 55) operating at an accelerating voltage of 20 KV and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Technai G2F20
microscope) running at 200 kV. The samples for TEM were
prepared by scraping Ni‐Cu alloy powders from Cu foil
substrates and ultrasonic vibration in ethanol, and then the
suspensions were dropped onto carbon‐enhanced copper
grids and dried in air. X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements were performed using a Thermo Electron
ESCALAB 250 instrument (Al Kα, 200 W). The experimental
curves were fitted with a program that made use of
combination of Gaussian–Lorentzian lines. The X‐ray
diffraction (XRD) data were collected with a Shimadzu XRD‐
6000 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å). The
nitrogen bubble releasing process was recorded by a high‐
speed CCD camera (AOS Technologies X‐Motion) mounted on
a microscope (OLYMPUS SZ‐CTC). The interaction force
between the gas bubbles and electrode interfaces was
assessed by a high‐sensitivity microelectromechanical balance
system (Dataphysics DCAT11). All the experiments were
repeated for more than five times.

Electrochemical Measurements: The HzOR performance was
carried out at room temperature in a three‐electrode glass cell
connected to an electrochemical workstation (CHI 660D,
Chenghua, Shanghai). Cyclic voltammetry and linear sweep
voltammetry at a scan rate of 5 mV s−1 were conducted in 3.0
mol L‐1 NaOH and 0.1 mol L‐1 N2H4∙H2O solution using SCE as
the reference electrode and Pt wire as the counter electrode.
Alternating‐current impedance measurements were carried
out in the same configuration at ‐0.8 V from 105 to 0.1 Hz and
stability tests were operated at ‐0.6 V for 5000 s.
Electrochemical surface area measurements were carried out
in the same three‐electrode system in 3.0 mol L‐1 pure NaOH
solution.

Results and discussion

Preparation: The 3D porous Ni‐Cu alloy films were fabricated by
one‐step electrodeposition process. First, the Cu foil substrates
(1 cm × 1 cm) were precleaned in 25% H2SO4 solution to
remove surface oxides and then in ethanol for 5 min. After
that, the electrodeposition process was performed on the dry
precleaned substrates in an aqueous electrolyte containing
CuSO4 ∙5H2O (0.10 mol L‐1), NiSO4 ∙6H2O (0.54 mol L‐1), H3BO3
(0.30 mol L‐1) at a constant potential. The temperature was
kept at 25 ℃ in a water bath during the whole
electrodeposition process. The electrodeposition time varied
at 100 – 600 s and the applied potential was tuned from ‐1.9 V
to ‐1.2 V (vs. SCE) to investigate the optimized conditions. For
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the stabilities were relatively poor (generally less than 40%), as
listed in Table S1.22, 23, 28‐35 These motivated us to further study
Ni‐based alloy catalyst with high current density and long‐term
stability for applying in HzOR and DHFCs under moderate
reaction conditions (including room temperature and dilute
hydrazine).

One‐step electrodeposition process at a negative potential
prior to hydrogen evolution reaction was employed to
fabricate the 3D porous Ni‐Cu alloy film. After
electrodeposition at ‐1.8 V for 400 s, a black film was present
on the Cu foil substrate. The top‐view SEM image of the
product (Fig. 2a) demonstrated that a rough surface with a
vertically aligned flower‐like array film was uniformly formed
on the Cu foil, and the high‐magnification image (Fig. 2b)
further revealed an average size of 400 nm of this flower‐like
nanostructure. The 3D array morphology created wide open
spaces surrounded by adjacent nanostructures, resulting in the
presence of high porosity. Fig. 2c shows the TEM image of an
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individual nanostructure scraped off from the array film.
Consistent to the SEM images, a multilayered flower‐like
nanostructure was observed, which was tightly deposited by
small nanoparticles layer by layer towards the top. The
corresponding XRD pattern (Fig. 2d) confirmed the crystal
structure of pure Ni‐Cu alloy. Except these sharp and strong
peaks of Cu foil substrate, these diffraction peaks at about 45°,
52° and 76° were respectively indexed to the (111), (200) and
(220) crystalline plane diffractions of Ni‐Cu alloy considering
they were exactly located at between the standard peaks of Cu
(PDF#65‐9026) and these of Ni (PDF#65‐2865). Calculated from
the XPS data in Fig. S1, the atomic proportions of Ni and Cu
were respectively about 42.8% and 57.2%, i. e. Ni/Cu = 1/1.34,
confirming the formation of Ni‐Cu alloy structure. To further
study surface state, the specific XPS spectra of Ni and Cu are
shown in Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f. The Ni 2p3/2 spectrum could be
split to three peaks, respectively attributed to Ni(0) (852.4 eV),
Ni(II) (854.0 eV) and Ni(III) (855.8 eV)36‐38, and the Cu 2p3/2
spectrum was split to two peaks corresponding to Cu(0) (932.2
eV) and Cu(I) (932.8 eV)39, 40, which suggested that the Ni‐Cu
alloy were partly oxidized in the electrodeposition process
though these oxides were silent in the XRD pattern. In
summary, these results unambiguously proved that the 3D
porous Ni‐Cu alloy film was successfully fabricated by the one‐
step electrodeposition process.
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Fig. 3 Electrochemical surface area comparison of the Ni‐Cu
alloy films prepared under different conditions: a) different
deposition potentials from ‐1.2, ‐1.5, ‐1.8 to ‐1.9 V for a
deposition time of 400 s; b) different deposition times from
100, 200, 400 to 600 s at a deposition potential of ‐1.8 V.

As we know, the electrodeposition products are sensitive to
experimental conditions, such as applied potential, time,
temperature, concentration and so on. So a series of
experiments were designed and processed to investigate these
optimized conditions. Firstly, the electrodeposition process
was performed at different applied potentials from ‐1.2 V, ‐1.5
V, ‐1.8 V to ‐1.9 V (vs. SCE) for the same deposition time of 400
s. We measured the current density evolution (vs. scan rate) of
the Ni‐Cu alloys, as shown in Fig. 3a. By calculating the slopes
of these lines, the electrochemical surface areas (ESAs) of the
products prepared at ‐1.2, ‐1.5, ‐1.8 and ‐1.9 V were 3939,
4358, 6951 and 5982 μF cm‐2, respectively. The ESA increased
as the potential increasing from ‐1.2 V to ‐1.8 V and then
decreased as the potential increasing to ‐1.9 V. And the Ni‐Cu
alloy obtained at ‐1.8 V had also the largest deposition weight
of 2.2 mg cm‐2 compared to others. In their SEM images (Fig.
S2a, S2b and S2c), the electrodeposition potential had an
effect on the morphology of Ni‐Cu alloys though all the
products were porous flower‐like films. With the potential
increasing from ‐1.2 V to ‐1.8 V, the flower‐like products
gradually grew up, leading to the enhancement of porosity and
deposition weight. When the potential increased to ‐1.9 V or
more, however, the porosity and deposition weight of the Ni‐
Cu alloy film declined, probably related to peeling off of the
alloys resulting from excessive metal deposition at higher
potential. Subsequently, the electrodeposition process was
performed at the applied potential of ‐1.8 V for the varied
deposition time from 100 s to 600 s. The ESA results are
showed in Fig. 3b, which revealed that the ESAs of the Ni‐Cu
alloys prepared for the deposition time of 100, 200, 400 and
600 s were 2249, 3264, 6951 and 4379 μF cm‐2, respectively.
The ESAs sharply increased with the deposition time increasing
from 100 s to 400 s owing to the enhancement of deposition
amount of porous alloys with time extending, but then
decreased once the time further increased to 600 s due to the
negative effect of excessive deposited alloys. The SEM images
Fig. 2 a) top‐view SEM image; b) high‐magnification SEM image;
c) TEM image; d) XRD pattern; e) Ni 2p3/2 and f) Cu 2p3/2 XPS of the products (Fig. S2d, S2e and S2f) suggested that the
deposition time could influence the morphology and
data of the Ni‐Cu alloy film.
deposition weight of these porous flower‐like Ni‐Cu alloys.
Thus 1.8 V and 400 s were chosen as the currently optimized
electrodepostion conditions, and the optimal Ni‐Cu alloy film
with the 3D porous structure, large deposition weight and high
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sharply decreased to 50% in the first 30 s. As those previous
reports,20, 41 the easy run‐off of active Ni electrocatalysts
restricted their applications in HzOR and DHFCs, but the
We investigated the electrocatalytic performance of the 3D alloying treatment could help to improve the stability of Ni‐
porous Ni‐Cu alloy films for HzOR in 3.0 mol L‐1 NaOH solution based electrocatalyts. Moreover, the Cu array film with a 3D
with 0.1 mol L‐1 N2H4∙H2O. It should be noted that once the Ni‐ porous structure also showed a good stability for HzOR with
Cu alloy films with naturally oxidized surface were immersed in current density retention of 78% after 5000 s. It revealed that
the hydrazine solution, several gas bubbles were generated on the Ni‐Cu alloying treatment significantly improved not only
the working electrode surface suggesting that these surface the electrochemical activity but also the stability of Ni‐based
metal oxides could be immediately reduced by hydrazine electrodes for HzOR, which might be related to the fixation of
(leading to the presence of N2 bubbles), and thus the active Ni by Cu atoms in the Ni‐Cu alloy structure. As shown in
electrocatalysts for HzOR were assured to be Ni(0)‐Cu(0) alloys. Fig. S4, even after the stability test for 5000 s, the Ni‐Cu alloy
For the catalytic performance comparison, the pristine Ni foil, film still presented a relatively steady structure and
Cu foil, nanostructured Cu array film synthesised according to morphology
like
before.
Therefore,
the
excellent
our previous report16 (Fig. S3a) and Ni array film prepared electrochemical performance of the 3D porous Ni‐Cu alloy film
under the similar conditions (Fig. S3b) were used as control suggested a potential to apply in DHFCs in the future.
samples. Their electrocatalyst performances for HzOR are
shown in Fig. 4a, which indicated the Ni‐Cu alloy film
performed a significantly boosted current density
enhancement for HzOR compared with other Cu or Ni samples.
For instance, at the same potential of –0.6 V, the pristine Cu
foil substrate only afforded a small current (≈17 mA cm‐2), and
the nanostructured Cu array film presented a 6 times higher
current (≈110 mA cm‐2) attributing to the porous structure
with a “superaerophobic” surface. 16 The Ni array film showed
a 10 times higher current (≈175 mA cm‐2) owing to the
inherent activity of Ni though the pristine Ni foil hardly had
activity. While the as‐prepared Ni‐Cu alloy film exhibited an 18
times higher current (≈300 mA cm‐2). The high activity of the
Ni‐Cu alloy film was impressive, especially under moderate
reaction conditions (room temperature and 0.1 mol L‐1
hydrazine). Moreover, the electrocatalytic performance of the
Ni‐Cu alloy film was closely dependent on the Fig. 4 HzOR performances of the Ni‐Cu alloy films in the
‐1
electrodeposition conditions, like deposition potential and aqueous electrolyte containing 0.1 mol L N2H4∙H2O and 3.0
‐1
time. As shown in Fig. 4b, by varying the electrodeposition mol L NaOH: a) Polarization curves of the Ni‐Cu alloy film, Cu
potential from ‐1.2 V to ‐1.9 V, the HzOR performances of a array film, Ni array film, Cu foil and Ni foil; b) Polarization
series of Ni‐Cu alloy films firstly increased until the potential curves of the Ni‐Cu alloy films prepared at different
reached ‐1.8 V and then declined as the potential further electrodeposition potentials for 400 s; c) Polarization curves of
increasing to ‐1.9 V. In Fig. 4c, the HzOR performance of the the Ni‐Cu alloy films prepared at ‐1.8 V for different
Ni‐Cu alloy film prepared at the deposition time of 400 s was electrodeposition times; d) stability curves of the Ni‐Cu alloy
better than any other sample with different deposition time film, Cu array film, Ni array film, Cu foil and Ni foil.
varying from 100 s to 600 s. Thus the Ni‐Cu alloy deposited at ‐
To reveal the “intrinsic properties” that dominating the
1.8 V for 400 s presented the optimal HzOR property under the
excellent
electrocatalyst performance of the Ni‐Cu alloy film,
current conditions. This phenomenon was consistent with the
we
studied
and discussed the reaction process of HzOR in our
previously discussed structure change, which demonstrated
system.
Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is
that the suitable porous structure, the enlarged
usually
considered
as
a
powerful
tool to study the electrode
electrochemical surface area and deposition weight could
42
kinetics
in
catalytic
reactions.
The
EIS plots of the Ni‐Cu alloy
promote the electrochemical performance of the Ni‐Cu alloy
film
and
control
samples
are
shown
in Fig. 5a. The presence of
film. Finally, the stability tests of the Ni‐Cu alloy film and
these
similar
semicircles
suggested
that the HzOR over these
control samples were carried out at a constant potential of ‐
electrocatalysts
was
kinetically
controlled,
while the varied
0.6 V and shown in Fig. 4d. The HzOR current density of the Ni‐
‐2
diameters
of
these
semicircles
indicated
different charge
Cu alloy film was still as high as 250 mA cm after 5000 s,
transfer
resistances
(Rct).
By
comparison
with
these control
maintaining above 80% of the initial value. The stability was
samples,
the
3D
porous
Ni‐Cu
alloy
film
possessed
the smallest
impressive and surpassed the most of previously reported Ni‐
Rct,
demonstrating
its
accelerated
kinetics
for
HzOR.
As shown
based electrocatalysts for HzOR (as listed in Table S1).
in
Fig.
5b,
all
of
the
Ni‐Cu
alloy
films
prepared
under
different
However, the stability of the Ni array film prepared in the
conditions
showed
small
Rct
values
for
HzOR,
in
which
the
similar conditions was relatively poor and the current density
electrochemical surface area would be expected to perform a
good HzOR performance.
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sample prepared at ‐1.8 V for 400 s displayed the smallest one,
consistent with the structural and catalytic properties of these
porous films. Considering the distinct difference in Rct and
activity between the nanostructured films and planar foils, it
was concluded that the 3D porous structure was important for
high performance of the Ni‐Cu alloy film, which was probably
related to enhanced specific surface area, active site
accessibility and molecular/ion diffusion in highly porous
nanostructures. Generally, the different adhesive property of
catalysts would lead to different gas releasing behavior in gas
evolution reaction (like HzOR). In adhesion force
measurements, the Ni‐Cu alloy film, along with Ni array film
and Cu array film, showed negligible adhesion response to the
produced gas bubbles (below the detection limit, Fig. 5c) and
underwater “superaerophobic” surface, different from the
high adhesion force between the Ni or Cu foil and the gas
bubble, suggesting the importance of constructing highly
porous surface for alleviating the gas bubble adhesion.43 The
gas bubbles generated on the Ni‐Cu alloy film left quickly
before they grew larger than 20 μm in diameter (Fig. 5d and
Movie S1). Compared with these on the planar counterparts
(Fig. S5), the gas bubbles appeared densely and uniformly on
the nanostructured surface, suggesting that more active sites
were exposed and well distributed. Thus constructing a highly
porous nanostructure with a “superaerophobic” surface was
crucial to promote the gas evolution behavior in HzOR, and
thereby might circumvent the negative effects caused by the
bubble adhesion in DHFCs. In addition, Rct(Ni array) was larger
than Rct(Cu array), but the HzOR activity of Ni array film was more
effective compared to that of Cu array film owing to the
intrinsic activity of Ni. It should be pointed out that though the
Rct values of the Ni‐Cu alloy and Cu array films were similar,
the HzOR performance of the binary alloy film was superior to
the Cu array and even Ni array films (Fig. 4a), suggesting the
importance of the binary component.34, 35

planar and nanostructured films; d) the digital image showing
the bubble generation behavior on the Ni‐Cu alloy film.

Conclusions

The 3D porous Ni‐Cu alloy film was successfully fabricated
on Cu foil substrate through one‐step electrodeposition
process. The characterization results confirmed that the Ni‐Cu
film had a Ni0.43Cu0.57 alloy component and porous flower‐like
array structure. The electrodeposition potential and time were
tuned according to the structure and property of Cu‐Ni alloy
films. The resulting Ni‐Cu alloy film was used as anode in
hydrazine oxidation reaction under moderate conditions
(room temperature and dilute hydrazine), and showed an
impressive catalytic performance in alkaline media with a high
current density of 300 mA cm‐2 and retention rate of 80% after
5000 s, which was better than most of the reported Ni‐based
electrocatalysts. The excellent catalytic property was
considered to be related to the Ni‐Cu binary component,
porous structure and “superaerophobic” surface of the Ni‐Cu
alloy film. The study revealed the 3D porous Ni‐Cu alloy film
was one kind of promising anode catalysts for DHFCs.
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